
INCOMING BRIEF:  

The Night of 9/10 - 9/11 began without any fanfare. Tomorrow they  

would test the Global-Hawk's capabilities. 4 - 6 commercial jets  

would be taken for an unscheduled ride complements of 4 Global-Hawks  

(2 from Boston airport and one or two from New York area airports  

and 2 from other locations). The take-overs would be un-announced  

and the Hawks would play hand-off for an hour and then return  

control to the pilots and disappear as quickly as they had  

"appeared". No-one was to be injured or be the wiser. The escapade  

was approved at the highest level of Gov?t and all was a go at 0600  

EST when the operation purportedly commenced. Four Agencies were  

involved. The CIA would run the show.  

 

The other 3 were Brookhaven (Who controlled the Hawks), The Air  

Force who would monitor the Hawks and their performance without  

knowing the game-plan, NORAD who would prevent intruders (They were  

also in the dark as to the Mission), and The Executive Community and  

selected intelligence personnel who knew the program, had approved  

it in generalities and would evaluate the over-all results but not  

interfere.  

 

The 4 Hawks launched and took up positions, at least 4 aircraft were  

acquired and all went well. The 2 NY birds were handed off and flown  

to a Base, drained of passengers and crew and relaunched as were the  

2 Boston birds (Probably the same base). The claim was a National  

Emergency and it worked. The Hawks killed the transponders remotely  

landed the 4 craft without incident. All 4 birds again took off and  

it was then that The Controllers Took Over. Bird # 1 was the second  

bird to strike (The Corner Shot). Birds 2 and 4 flew cover and  

ditched in H2O. Bird 3 went down in Penn. Number 1 strike was a  

business Jet loaded with incendiary devices and jet-fuel as was the  

object that hit the 5 sided affair. Sources say the original  

occupants of the birds were neutralized but no explanation was given  

as to how and we have no idea at this time.  

 

There were no hijackers and neither the Executives, nor NORAD nor  

The AF, and possibly not even The CIA knew the Real Whole Scenario.  

Only the controllers of The Hawks had the whole Program and dollars  

were involved. A Supposed Middle East "Old Friend" agreed to fund  

The Hawk Project and the controllers and the transfers were done  

that AM. The records were lost when the tower computers were  

neutralized permanently.  

 

The CIA handled the cover-up. The money was part of a transfer of  

$20-$30 Trillion done that AM. The $5-$6 Mill for the operation was  

done on 9/12 - 9/15 through other channels. The intelligence  

community and the controllers maintained that Things just went wrong  

and they were unavoidable errors. At that point, the cover-up kicked  

in. The rest is History. I am being understandably vague to cover my  

sources, your readers may judge for themselves the accuracy and/or  

plausibility of this scenario. It is how it looks from this vantage  

point - right or wrong.  

 

I hope the Congress catches the offenders as I Grieve for what NY  

City lost in Firemen and Police as well as all those lost in the  

event. Publish what and if you wish, this my slant after a lot of  

research and inquiry.  
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